This paper considers a multigateway multibeam satellite system with multiple feeds per beam. In these systems, each gateway serves a set of beams (cluster) so that the overall data traffic is generated at different geographical areas. Full frequency reuse among beams is considered so that interference mitigation techniques are mandatory. Precisely, this paper aims at designing the precoding scheme which, in contrast to single gateway schemes, entails two main challenges. First, the precoding matrix shall be separated into feed groups assigned to each gateway. Second, complete channel state information (CSI) is required at each gateway, leading to a large communication overhead. In order to solve these problems, a design based on a regularized singular value block decomposition of the channel matrix is presented so that both inter-cluster (i.e. beams of different clusters) and intra-cluster (i.e. beams of the same cluster) interference is minimized. In addition, different gateway cooperative schemes are analysed in order to keep the inter-gateway communication low. Furthermore, the impact of the feeder link interference (i.e. interference between different feeder links) is analysed and it is shown both numerically and analytically that the system performance is reduced severally whenever this interference occurs even though precoding reverts this additional interference. Finally, numerical simulations are shown considering the latest fixed broadband communication standard DVB-S2X so that the quantized feedback effect is evaluated. The proposed precoding technique results to achieve a performance close to the single gateway operation even when the cooperation among gateways is low. 
where N is the number of feed signals, B user-link the per-beam bandwidth and B feeder-link the feeder link required bandwidth. Considering that the number of feed signals is proportional to the number of beams (K) and
it is evident that if the user available bandwidth is increased, the feeder link resources must be increased accordingly.
Augmenting the user available bandwidth can be performed if an aggressive frequency reuse among beams is deployed. In that case, interference mitigation techniques become mandatory as adjacent beams suffer from a large multiuser interference. Similar reasoning occurs in cellular terrestrial systems when spectrum sharing is considered [1] .
Interference mitigation techniques are divided into two main approaches. One approach is that the receiver detects and, posteriorly, subtracts the multiuser interference. Examples of these advanced receivers can be found in [2, 3] . Another approach is to revert the interference effect at the transmit side, leading to high reduction of the receiver complexity since single user detection can be performed. Under this context, the transmitter must precode the feed signals in order to mitigate in advance the multiuser interference [4] . However, precoding is sensitive to channel state information (CSI) quality which is difficult to obtain due to the feedback and quantization errors. In any case, deciding where to implement the interference mitigation techniques exceeds the scope of this paper and in the sequel we will focus on precoding techniques.
Apart from the already mentioned limitation of precoding, multibeam satellite systems have also several technical challenges [5] . As mentioned at the beginning, one of them is the feeder link bandwidth requirements. In [6] the authors propose a feeder link system operating at the Q/V, where there is a larger available bandwidth than in the Ka band (currently used for this service). Although this frequency band can support the required feeder link bandwidth, rain attenuation severally decreases the performance with respect to the Ka band. Another option is to use multiple gateways and reuse among them the Ka band available bandwidth. As a result, the gateways must support the feeder links with very directive antennas so that the bandwidth can be fully reused among them. In any case, whenever multiple gateways are employed, precoding techniques shall be reconsidered [7, 8] .
First, since the data traffic is independently generated at each gateway, every gateway must precode the signal in a decentralized fashion and transmit through their corresponding feeder link. In other words, the overall precoding matrix is distributively computed at each gateway so that each gateway can only use certain feed elements. Second, since for computing the precoding matrix each gateway requires CSI from other gateways, certain inter-gateway communication is required, leading to large system resources overhead.
This paper deals with the problem of precoding in multigateway multibeam satellite systems. In contrast to previous works, this paper studies the case where the collaboration between different gateways is limited. In [9] a power optimization scheme is presented assuming linear mean square error (LMMSE) precoding, full information sharing among gateways and single feed per beam architecture. On the contrary, our proposal considers the multiple feed per beam structure which is a more general payload architecture and we study the case where the information exchanged between gateways is reduced.
Other works regarding multiple gateway precoding are [8, 10] . In [8] a first approach to the problem is presented considering that precoding was able to block completely the interference between gateways which is not true in general due to the limited number of feed signals.
Furthermore, in [10] a modification of the technique presented in [8] is described considering per beam power constraints.
In addition to the aforementioned contributions, in this paper some unexplored aspects of multigateway multibeam precoding are investigated. First, the tentative impact of feeder link interference is considered. Note that this effect occurs whenever the payload feeder link receiver is not properly calibrated and certain pointing errors take place. Second, the limited cooperation among gateways is considered and a matrix compression technique is provided which shows a good trade off between increased overhead and overall throughput. Finally, the impact of imperfect CSI is evaluated considering the current standard digital video broadband (DVB-S2X).
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
• A precoding technique for multiple gateway architecture where the transmit data and CSI is distributed among gateways.
• The feeder link interference is studied and the mean square error (MSE) is characterized under this effect.
• A proposal for reducing the communication overhead between gateways is presented.
• The effect of limited feedback from the users and among gateways is evaluated assuming the latest standard for broadband satellite communications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the multigateway multibeam system architecture so as its signal model. Section III provides a novel multigateway precoding technique for multiple feed per beam payloads. In section IV is described the limitations of multigateway multibeam precoding techniques. Section V shows the numerical simulations and Section VI concludes.
Notation: Throughout this paper, the following notations will be adopted. Boldface uppercase letters denote matrices and boldface lowercase letters refer to column vectors. (.) H and (.)
one associated to a single gateway. Although in this first system model definition we do not include a tentative interference between feeder links, in subsequent sections we will investigate its possible impact. In any case, we will assume that the feeder link communication is ideal (i.e.
noiseless communication) which is a realistic assumption considering the link budget of these systems.
By assuming full frequency reuse pattern among beams, the received signals can be modelled as y = Hx + n,
where y ∈ C K×1 is a vector that contains the symbols received by each user, x ∈ C N ×1 denotes the stack of the transmitted signals at all feeds and n ∈ C K×1 contains the stack of zero mean unit variance Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) such that E{nn H } = I K . Finally, H ∈ C K×N is the overall user link channel matrix whose element (H) i,j presents the gain of the link between the i-th user (in the i-th beam) and the j-th satellite feed. Focusing on the channel model, the user link channel matrix H can be decomposed as follows:
where:
• D is assumed to be a K × K diagonal matrix which takes into account the atmospheric fading in the user link such that
where A k denotes the rain attenuation affecting the k-th beam.
• W is a K × N matrix which models the feed radiation pattern, the path loss, the receive antenna gain and the noise power. The (k, n)-th entry of W is modelled as
where W 2 R denotes the user receive antenna's power gain. g kn is a complex value which models the radiation pattern from from the n-th to the k-th user, such that the respective feed transmit gain is 10 log 10 (|g kn | 2 ) if expressed in dBi. Finally, d k is the distance between the k-th user and the satellite, λ the carrier wavelength, k B the Boltzmann constant, T R the receiver noise temperature, BW the carrier bandwidth. Note that the elements of W are normalized by unit variance noise.
The reader can refer to [11] for a more detailed description of the user link channel model.
Assuming that the symbols are linearly processed before being transmitted, the transmit data can be written as
where s ∈ C K×1 is the transmit symbol vector such that the k-th entry of s is the constellation symbol destined to the k-th user with E{ss H } = I K . T ∈ C N ×K denotes the block linear precoding matrix. Remarkably, T is computed at the gateways and it shall be transmitted through the feeder links. Thus, in the feeder link transmission the precoding matrix shall be separated in blocks and simultaneously transmitted by the gateways. This will be presented in the following sections.
The typical performance metric involves the received signal to noise plus interference ratio (SINR) for k-th user, which is expressed as
To generate a power flexibility which is essential for optimum resource allocation in multibeam system, we assume on-board travelling-wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs). In general, in TWTAs symbols are perfectly oversampled and pulse-shaped with a square-root raised cosine (SRRC)
filter and a small roll-off factor. Therefore, these high power amplifiers provide a large bandwidth and high signal power level with small level of interference among feeds' signals. In fact, the total power obtained by a set of TWTAs can be distributed among different feeds and the number of TWTAs is related to the number of feeds used in the antenna. Under this context, multiple feeds will distribute the available power to each beam. As a result, the precoding design is based on total power constraint. Mathematically,
where P denotes the total transmit power at the satellite.
This paper is devoted to the study of multiple gateway precoding transmission so that in the following we will assume that beams are divided into clusters and each cluster is served by a certain gateway. There is the same number of gateways and clusters as Figure 1 depicts. As we remarked previously, each feed signal can only be generated by a single gateway, otherwise signal overlapping might occur. Considering that there are G gateways, we will denote N g the number of feeds associated to the g-th gateway for g = 1, . . . , G. Note that
In addition, the number of served beams by the g-th gateway is defined as K g for g = 1, . . . , G where
In addition, we will consider that
It is important to remark that the optimization of K g and N g for g = 1, . . . G is out of the scope of this paper and we will assume beforehand a certain feed and beam allocation per gateway.
Consequently, each gateway must compute a precoding matrix T g ∈ C Ng×Kg . In other words, each gateway must compute the linear processing for serving K g users with N g feeds. Figure 1 shows the overall system architecture.
Prior to designing the precoding matrix, let us define the following division of the channel matrix
where H g ∈ C K×Ng is the channel sub-matrix containing the contribution of the feeds assigned to the g-th gateway. Note that we will assume that the allocated feed elements for each gateway are consecutive in the channel matrix. Moreover, each sub-matrix can be decomposed into clusters as
where H c g C Kc×Ng for c = 1, . . . , G is the channel sub-matrix corresponding to the effect of the N g feeds to the c-th cluster. An illustrative example of this sub-matrix decomposition is represented in figure 2 .
Next sections are devoted to the design of T g for g = 1, . . . , G in order not only to mitigate the interference between clusters but also the interference created within each cluster. Posteriorly, limitations of this precoding technique are studied. 
III. MULTIGATEWAY MULTIBEAM PRECODING
As it is described in the previous section, the multiple gateway precoding does not only have to reject the intra-cluster interference but also the inter-cluster one. For the latter, it is proposed a block regularized singular value decomposition (SVD) precoding. Considering the g-th gateway channel submatrix, let us construct its regularized version
which is used to construct the precoder instead of using H g . The reason is that the null space has zero dimension and, as a result, it is impossible to block the inter-cluster interference.
Nevertheless, as it will be shown in the simulation section, the out-of-cluster interference is mitigated severally if the regularized version is used instead. This technique was also applied in The grey sub-matrices represent the channel effect of the feed signals assigned to a certain gateway to the users assigned to the gateway. The white sub-matrices represent the impact of the feed signals to the non-intended clusters. The role of the precoding matrix is not only to revert the interference of the users within the same cluster (grey sub-matrix) but also to mitigate the interference generated to the rest (white sub-matrices).
[12] for the multigroup multicast scenario. To understand how, let us decompose H (R) g , in the following sub-matrices
where H (g,R),H g ∈ C Kg×K is the sub-channel matrix of the g-th cluster in the regularized matrix.
In addition, the following matrix can be constructed with the out-of-cluster sub-matrices
Considering the singular value decomposition of this last matrix,
where V g can be written as
where V 1 g ∈ C K×(K−Kg) are the left singular eigenvectors of H (g,R) g associated to the non-zero singular eigenvalues, whereas V 0 g ∈ C K×(Kg) are the left singular eigenvectors associated to the zero singular eigenvalues. In this context, the gateway can use V 0 g as a pre-processing in order to mitigate the interference created by its feeds to the users outside its corresponding cluster. Now it is time to design the precoding matrix in order to mitigate the intra-cluster interference.
Considering that each gateway employs the aforementioned pre-processing matrix, the gateway observes a virtual channel matrix
With this, the system designer can resort to the common designs such as zero forcing (ZF),
Moreover, an additional gain can be obtained by means of employing the regularized zero forcing precoding or linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)
The final precoder is computed so that
for both the ZF and MMSE case and where β is set so that
where it has been assumed that the total power is equally divided for each gateway and the power constraints are fulfilled with equality. Finally, constructing the overall precoding matrix is done via
where the block-diagonal operator constructs a matrix formed by the inputs matrices in the main diagonal and zero otherwise.
To sum up, the multigateway design consists of two stages. First, a pre-processing matrix that minimizes the inter-cluster interference is presented based on a regularized SVD decomposition.
Second, for the resulting virtual cluster channel, two precoding techniques are considered:
ZF and LMMSE. These latter techniques will mitigate the intra-cluster multiuser interference.
Remarkably, the computation of the second precoding matrices can be done separately at each gateway where the first crucial pre-processing stage requires cooperation among gateways.
In the next section precoding limitations are presented. Note that the multigateway precoding relays on the assumption that gateways know the overall channel matrix and; in addition, this CSI has no errors. These two assumptions are generally unrealistic. The impact of limited CSI so as a possible reduction on the cooperation among gateways is studied in the next section.
Finally, an analysis of the feeder link calibration errors is shown.
IV. MULTIGATEWAY PRECODING LIMITATIONS

A. Reduced cooperation among gateways
The regularized block SVD multigateway precoding presented in the previous section assumes that each gateway knows H g . This assumption entails that each gateway is able to receive information by its feeder link from not only the users of its cluster but also from the rest.
Unfortunately, this architecture will require complex data routing mechanisms at the payload which entails an unaffordable satellite hardware complexity.
Assuming that the gateways are connected by a high speed fibre optic and assuming that satellite channel variations are minimal, full CSI sharing among gateways is implementable at expenses of a large communication overhead among gateways. In any case, the system designer might not decide to allocate such an overhead of resources for gateway cooperation and he/she can decide to keep them low. In that case, limited cooperation techniques are required.
Concretely, the g-th gateway knowns
However, each gateway needs to know
As a result, each gateway should share
which is a total amount of N g (K − K g )G complex numbers to be transmitted through the connection between gateways. In order to reduce this communication overhead, the following approximation is presented.
Considering the operation at the g-th gateway, the CSI information to be transmitted to the i-th gateway is
The best rank-one approximation of the aforementioned matrix is given by the right singular eigenvector associated to largest singular eigenvalue: σ i v g,i ∈ C Ng×1 . In this way, the g-th gateway can construct a matrix which approximates the inter-cluster interference as
Under this context, each gateway only needs to transmit
approximation of H g . Similar to the previous method, the null space project of G g can be used as a pre-processing matrix following the scheme presented in the previous section. This development is not included in the paper for the sake of brevity.
Apart from the presented reduction in terms of the singular value decomposition of H g i , the system designer can limit the cooperation overhead by means of reducing the communication between gateways. With this, only a subset of gateways interchange CSI data leading to a large reduction of the communication overhead. In the simulation section this is carefully evaluated.
B. Feeder link interference
So far we have considered that the gateways are able to transmit the feed signals within several feeder links (i.e. one feeder link per gateway) in an interference-free and noiseless channel. Indeed, the satellite is equipped with G feeder link receivers so that the signals are demultiplexed and routed through the array fed reflector. Unfortunately, although very directive antennas are used on ground for transmitting the feed signals, pointing errors might occur and; in addition, hardware might become uncalibrated under certain conditions. Consequently, an additional interference among beams might be created due to this.
Mathematically, the channel matrix becomes
where H f ∈ C N ×N models the interference generated by the different gateways and H u is the channel matrix described in the previous system model section. It is assumed that the interference equally impacts all the feed signals of each gateway (i.e the feeder link channel is not frequency selective).
In the following we provide a tentative description of H f matrix. Assuming that H f is formed by block matrices, H i,j f of dimension N g × N g which model the each gateway interference, the feeder link interference impact can be described as
for i = 1, . . . , G and where E Ng is a N g ×N g whose entries are equal to one. Moreover,
is a parameter that models the overall interference signals. The larger ρ the larger feeder link interference is considered.
Intuitively, whenever the systems presents larger interference prior the precoding effect, the lower achievable rates will be obtained. This reasoning is mathematically proved in the following by means of considering an upper bound of the sum of MSE (SMSE).
Let us consider that the inter-cluster interference is completely suppressed and each gateway performs LMMSE precoding. This scenario is an upper-bound of the overall multibeam multigateway system performance since in general the inter-cluster interference cannot be neglected.
Under this context, the forward link system achievable rates under linear precoding considering an arbitrary g cluster can be described by the SMSE [4] . Mathematically,
where MSE = diag MSE 1 , ..., MSE i , ..., MSE K and where MSE i refers to the MSE received by i-th user. Obviously, the lower SMSE, the larger achievable rates can be obtained. It can be shown that the SMSE can be written as
where the g superscript has been omitted for the sake of clarity. With this last equation, the impact of the feeder link multigateway interference can be analytically studied. Consequently, it is possible to define
where we did not include the superscript in H f for the sake of clarity but it is important to remark that its dimensions are N g × N. Prior to establishing the relation between the SMSE of these two cases, the following lemma is introduced. 
Proof. See Theorem 1 in [13] .
With this result, the following theorem can be established.
Theorem 1 For any semidefinite positive matrix H f , it results that
Proof. See Appendix A.
From this last result it is evident that whenever the multigateway feeder link structure is not perfectly calibrated, the system achievable rates decrease even though precoding is used.
Thus, the multigateway feeder link hardware architecture shall be carefully designed in order to preclude the possible interference effect. In any case, as long as precoding is employed, the interfeeder link interference can be reverted at the transmit side but; however, certain performance loss occurs with respect to the ideal interference-free feeder link system.
C. CSI Feedback Errors
Precoding severally relies on the CSI integrity. Preserving the quality of the estimation carried out by the receiver requires an ideal feedback mechanism which is impossible to implement in real systems. However, as it happens in terrestrial communications, broadband satellite standards are including CSI feedback mechanisms for supporting precoding techniques. This is the case of DVB-S2X [14] where for the first time certain feedback technique is offered to the system designer. In the following this mechanism is briefly described.
The measurement and quantizing process of CSI feed back in each gateway is assumed to be continuous and to be reported on the return channels through a signalling table only when significant changes are detected. The maximum delay required for estimation and delivery to the gateway via the interaction channel shall be no more than 500 ms [14, Annex E.4 ], but this delay should be minimized to maximize capacity gain.
Each user shall estimate and report the channel transfer function to the gateway as a set of complex-valued coefficients. These coefficients should be estimated by a set of 32 orthogonal
Wash-Hadamard sequences plus 4 padding symbols. In this context, every feed signal should incorporate a different sequence so that the receiver is able to estimate the channel effect of 31 interfering feed signals. With this, the overall channel matrix cannot be estimated but; however, the closest 31 feed signals are the ones whose largest interference power levels so that the rest can be ignored for precoding purposes. Note that this also reduces the inter-gateway communication overhead.
Under this context, each user can feed back a maximum 7 digits (i.e. maximum 3 digits before decimal point and 4 digits after decimal point) for both amplitude and phase of each channel element such that
where it is evident that there are 7 bits for the magnitude so as 7 for the phase. Remarkably, this CSI report considers the effects of not only the user channel but also the tentative feeder-link imperfections. This is considered in the numerical results section.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
In order to illustrate the performance of our proposal, this section presents the simulation results related to the considered scenario in the previous sections. The simulation setup is based on an array fed reflector antenna whose channel gain matrix has been provided by ESA in the framework of a study on next generation multibeam satellite systems. The number of feeds and beams is assumed to be N = 155 and K = 100, respectively, which is covering the whole Europe area such that N ≥ K.
We assume that the users are uniformly distributed over the coverage region and there is only one user per beam. Results have been averaged for a total of 500 user link channel realizations.
Note that only atmospheric fading due to rain is considered in the user link channel and further refinements of the channel are not considered. Furthermore, the randomness of the channel is due to the user positions which are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the beams. Recall that, full frequency reuse among beams have been considered in this contribution. Table III represents the detail of simulation parameters.
We compute the SINR for each user, after interference mitigation and then its throughput (bit/s) is inferred according to DVB-S2X standard for a packet error rate (PER) of 10 −6 [14] . Table II provides a one-to-one relationship between the required received SINR and the efficiency (bits/symbol) that are achieved by the different adaptive modulation and coding modes included in the DVB-S2X standard.
For a best practice and in order to clarify the performance of proposed multiple gateway architecture, we consider the upper-bound of the system achievable rates that result from considering a single gateway system architecture in [11] .
B. Ideal Multigateway System Architecture
This section presents the simulation results related to the scenarios described in Section II and III. The user link in the downlink is assumed to operate at 20 GHz Ka-band. A total of G = 14 gateways are considered so that each gateway is serving a cluster of 7 or 8 beams. 3 depicts the overall system architecture. It can be observed that the g-th gateway is serving a set of 7 beams K g = 7. Several collaborative schemes are presented in the following for the sake of completeness:
• Scenario 1 : The individual cluster multibeam processing without gateway coordination so that each gateway processes its beams independently. In this context, the ZF precoding in m-th gateway can be expressed as
where β ICM is set to preserve the gateway power constraint assumed to be
This is referred to Individual Cluster Multibeam processing (ICM).
• Scenario 2 : 4 gateways interchange their CSI so that each gateway only has access to 3 interfering matrices. This is referred to 4 Gateways Collaboration (4GC). See Fig. 4 .
• Scenario 3 : 7 gateways interchange their CSI so that each gateway only has access to 3 interfering matrices. This is referred to 7 Gateways Collaboration (7GC).
• Scenario 4 : Gateway g (respectively for all the gateways) collaborates with all gateways.
This is referred to Gateway Collaboration Multibeam processing (GCM).
• Scenario 5 : Single gateway scenario where all data and CSI is located at the same transmitter. This scenario is the Reference scenario (Ref).
• Scenario 6 : Gateway g (respectively for all the gateways) collaborates with all the gateways that serve clusters that are directly adjacent to cluster g by means of transmitting the rank one approximation of their channels as we discussed in section IV A. This is referred to Limited Multi-gateway Collaboration processing (LMC). Table III describes the communication overhead associated to each cooperative scheme. As we anticipated in the previous section, the LMC scheme offers a large reduction of the communication overhead. Figure 5 and 6 present the spectral efficiency when either MMSE or ZF is used as precoding matrix for mitigating the intra-cluster interference respectively. For both cases it is shown that the ICM scheme has the lowest achievable rate due to lack of interference mitigation among clusters.
4GC and 7GC achieve reasonable performance and the proposed multiple gateway scheme with CSI sharing among adjacent clusters (i.e. GCM) shows better performance. Consequently, the higher the coordination among gateways is, the higher the achievable rates are . Note that MMSE Fig. 3 . A set of 14 cluster composed by 7 beams is depicted in the figure. This will be the reference architecture assuming that all beams operate in the same frequency band. Remarkably, the precoder not only has to mitigate the inter-cluster interference but the intra-cluster one.
delivers higher spectral efficiencies than ZF.
Note that the proposed LMC offers a good trade-off between gateway cooperation overhead and overall system performance.
C. Non-Ideal Feeder Link System Architecture
In this section we analyse the scenario presented in the section IV. We consider ρ = 1, which is a worst-case scenario. Again, simulation results use the average total throughput as performance measurement. Figure 7 compares the results related to all scenarios described above considering that for each gateway receives interference from 1 to 14 gateways. The transmit power is set to P = 30 dBW and MMSE precoding is used for mitigating the intra-cluster interference.
From Figure 7 it is evident the dramatical effect of feeder links mismatches in multi-gateway 
D. Limited Feedback
Let us consider the case where the CSI is not perfect but it is obtained via DVB-S2X feedback mechanisms as we described in section IV B. Figure 8 depicts the performance degradation whenever quantized feedback is used instead of the perfect one. Both for the LMC and GMC case, the spectral efficiency decrease is notorious.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a precoding design for multigateway multibeam satellite systems. These architectures suffer from a large intra and inter cluster interference. The proposed technique mitigate both interference types, leading to large spectral efficiencies. Although the presented method assumes that gateways share the CSI (i.e. all channel matrix), limited cooperative schemes The SMSEs can be rewritten so that
